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1 Introduction

The purpose of this document is to facilitate discussion and consideration for

rezoning, with subdivision to follow, of 1038 Finch Drive (see  Figure 1). The

development contemplated in this submission will introduce a  new concept of

sustainable living in Squamish and is intended to create a  unique “pocket

neighbourhood” in keeping with the existing rural character of the area.  This proposal

is seeking to rezone for the creation of eight smaller lots accessed by a  narrow access

route and surrounded by shared green space.

The lot is currently owned by a  joint venture comprising four families all of whom

intend to live on the lot at the completion of its development. Ultimately, the

neighbourhood will be inhabited by a  community totaling eight parties each owning a

separate bare-land strata lot.

This application is being submitted for rezoning only with a  DPA-11 to follow within

the next two months. Once any community and District concerns, if any, have been

addressed and rezoning has been granted, the joint venture will proceed with a

Subdivision and Development application.
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Figure 1:  A schematic view of 1038 Finch Drive after subdivision as  a

Pocket Neighbourhood  (Lot sizes  average 6600 square feet, all green

areas  are riparian or common areas.   The access  route is a  one-way

perimeter lane.  The shapes  of the houses  is not representative of

construction plans.)
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2 Vision

Our vision is to create an intentional, sustainable, multigenerational “pocket

neighbourhood” within an existing neighbourhood in keeping with the surrounding

rural feel and located within close proximity to complete communities, such as  the

Downtown, Garibaldi Village, the Brennan Park Rec Centre and the Business  Park.

We plan to create a  place where diversity is welcomed and uniqueness  is

encouraged.

This project is the vision of four families who formed the joint venture to purchase  the

land. That number will expand to six families within the coming months and then

again to a  maximum of eight families each owning a  bare land strata lot after

subdivision. Our land design incorporates  lots of between 6,000 and 7,400 square

feet looking onto community green space for social interaction and gardens for local

food production, while accessing our homes by a  partial perimeter access  route.

Respecting personal privacy will be enabled by side yards on the ample sized lots. 

We believe strongly in the concepts of Smart Growth while acknowledging the

benefits of community livability. From this location, we can easily access  many areas

of the district, by bike, or on foot via the district trail system. Our access  route design

is deliberate, as  we see  it necessary to slow vehicle movement and encourage a  calm

and safe entry to our homes.  Most driveways and personal parking will remain

discreetly behind or to the side of our homes reducing the presence of “the car”.

Rather, the approach will focus on people and gardens of beauty and bounty,

providing a  pleasant sanctuary to be shared by everyone. 

This project will follow many of the principles of “Green Building” that will see  the

efficient use  of energy, materials and water to reduce the demands on municipal

infrastructure. Affordability has been a  driving force of this project. Our very structure

of a  joint venture of eight families all choosing to build and live on their lots while being
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committed to building efficiently and smaller supports keeping the price of homes

more manageable. Building with products meant to last utilizing fewer resources will

be sustainable and affordable investments in homes, community and the earth over

time. 

We have been incredibly fortunate to attract a  group that is co-operative, hard

working, trustworthy and creative. Recognizing that there is a  growing desire for

people to live in clusters of between six to eleven homes where resources and time

are shared, our model of infill provides an efficient use of the limited land base  close

to downtown Squamish. While our design is not new to many places around the

world, it is new to Squamish. We feel that it will blend well with the existing

neighbourhood in look, feel and character while providing both visual and physical

enhancement to the current property. Long-term, there will be an increase  to the

district tax base.  Pocket neighbourhoods offer a  mechanism to slow the rapid

densification that sometimes happens ever too quickly in communities needing to

evolve, thereby managing population growth more compassionately. Our plan is to

raise our families, know and enjoy our neighbours, share our common area and grow

old knowing that we have assistance, security and fun.
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3 Site Description
3.1 Location and Character

The land being considered for our new pocket neighbourhood is located at 1038

Finch Drive (see  Figure 2). The 0.845 ha (2.09 ac) property presently has  one

residence and an accessory building. It is generally flat and characterized by a  mostly

cleared central portion and a  slightly vegetated perimeter. It is flanked by riparian

zones of varying widths and merit. While in the rezoning amendment process, a

detailed riparian assessment within a  DPA-11 will follow the preliminary work that has

already been initiated.

Both a  survey of the present property, completed by Bunbury and Associates and a

geotechnical analysis, facilitated by Geopacific, are available for the District review

when requested.

Figure 2:  Plan Area and Zoning Amendment Application
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3.2 Policy Regulations

The subject property is designated as  Residential Neighbourhoods in the District of

Squamish Official Community Plan. The lands are not identified as  affected by any

other land use  regulations on any additional schedules.  Review of the OCP does  not

reveal any policies that would be contradicted by this rezoning and subsequent

development proposal. In fact, this proposal satisfies many of the ideals of the OCP.

As stated in the OCP’s Guiding Principles, this project will facilitate:

- Environmental stewardship

- Natural resource conservation

- Local economic resilience

- Housing diversity

- Transportation choice

- Community livability

- Community leadership

The lands are presently zoned RL 1 which is for rural residential development in

parcels of 2 acres  or greater. Though the proposal is for residential use, a  rezoning

application to a  residential zone, likely RMH-2 will be required to enable the eventual

subdivision of the lands into smaller bare land strata lots. This zoning classification

will allow for a  substantial amount of common property and a  perimeter access  route.

3.3 Context

The subject property is located in an area that has  historically been developed as

small
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+/-  2 acre acreages  used predominantly for residential use, with some accessory

rura l uses  and some  accessory industrial business  uses.

The area has also recently transitioned. Small lot residential development has been

approved and the first phase  has been constructed along Loggers Lane. This has

initiated a  transition in the area by introducing higher-density residential

development. It is also of note that a  large property at 1050 Finch Drive, just east of

the subject lands, is already zoned RS-1 .

In referring back to the OCP, with respect to Growth Management, this proposal is an

example of a  Compact Urban Form in line with the many positive imperatives to

manage growth in the district.

- 10-2 Ideals and concepts of Smart Growth

- 10-3 Recognizing the importance of maintaining the unique qualities and

characteristics of each existing neighbourhood

- 10-4 Ensure a  range and mix of housing types

- 10-7 Manage growth and transition of established neighbourhoods

- 10-9 Recognizing the importance of agriculture and food production

- 10-12 Recognizes the importance of energy conservation and air quality

- 10-14 Supports the development of a  compact urban form for land use

efficiency

- 10-24 New developments shall respect and contribute to the park system.

- 10-35 Work co-operatively with existing neighbourhoods

- 10-42 Strive to accommodate the majority of growth through infill 
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And, from the OCP’s Natural Environment objectives, we will strive to maintain or

enhance by:

- 16-3 Protection of watercourses  and riparian areas  as  designated by

Development Permit Area No.11

- 16-8 Encourage lifestyles and development that contributes to the

enhancement of environmental quality

Figure 3 : Context Map and Site Location
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4 Project Proposal
4.1 Project Descript ion

In brief, the proposal is to enable the development of a  new pocket neighbourhood as

described in the vision section of this document. To facilitate that development, a

Zoning Amendment Application is being submitted to rezone the land from its present

RL-1 zoning to a  RMH-2 zone.

Should rezoning be granted, a  Subdivision and Development Application will be filed

to subdivide the property into eight smaller sized residential parcels under the Bare

Land Strata Regulation of the Strata Property Act. The lots will average

approximately 6700 square feet depending on the final layout based on the needs

and desires of the individual families. In addition to the eight residential lots, a

substantial amount of common property will be allotted. Each lot will be used in

accordance with the requirements of RMH-2 zoning. We have adopted a  1600

square foot building footprint and maximum of two stories that will enable both single

storey ranchers with garage and the possibility of some slightly larger family homes.

The design represents the group’s vision in terms of rough subdivision layout,   house

locations and the access  route. We respectfully reserve the right to modify the access

route accordingly should riparian or servicing concerns dictate such changes.

The District has  made recommendations for Residential Neighbourhoods, that we

believe we will be satisfying or enhancing by noting:

- 17-4 While referring to multi-unit this proposal satisfies all nine points

- 17-5 Near commercial nodes and transit routes

- 17-7 Importance of local food production

- 17-8 Infill development reflecting the character of the surrounding

neighbourhood
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- 17-9 Small lots and cluster housing will be promoted

- 17-11 Encourage sustainable design and construction techniques

- 17-13Encourage development of a  range of housing forms, tenure options,

and affordability options

- 17-16 To enable citizens to “age in place”

- 17-18 Affordable housing is central to community livability

  And:

- 21-20 Innovative and sustainable use  of local wood products

- 21-21 Support initiatives who are engaged in construction methods utilizing

wood such as  log home or timber frame building

- 22-29 Investigate a  variety of approaches  for incorporating sustainable

building technologies into the development application review process

4.2 Parkland Dedication

The application will trigger park dedication under the Local Government Act. In

accordance with the act, land or a  cash-in-lieu contribution amounting to 5% of the

assessed land value will be made at the time of subdivision. While a  cash-in-lieu

contribution is the owner’s desired method of parkland allocation, the final site design

and technical matters will better determine what that amount will be.

5 Technical Considerations
As  a  ba re  land s tra ta  subdivis ion, the inte rnal se rvices  will not be  subject to the

Dis trict’s  Subdivision and Development Control By law, but will ra ther be  subject to

good engineering practice.   These  will be  de te rmined through the subdivis ion

process .   The application of the District’s Subdivision and Development Control

Bylaw will be  limited to frontage  improvements  to mid- point of Finch Drive;

however, initial review does  not indicate  the need for any measurable  level of
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improvement.   The intent will also be  to mainta in the rura l characte r of Finch

Drive.

The joint venture has entered into consultation with a  civil engineer specializing in

green building practices (see  Schedule D). Pilar Bonilla (P. Eng.) will be helping us

implement current best-practices and she will also be consulted regarding design

and construction details of houses  by some of the lot owners. Her continued input on

this project is subject to rezoning.

5.1 Sensitive Habitat

Preliminary study has  identified drainage ditches of unknown fisheries values located

around the property. In keeping with the vision of the proposed pocket

neighbourhood, additional study will be required to determine the extent of the value

and any possible mitigation where necessary. A detailed study following the Riparian

Areas Regulations will accompany the District’s Development Permit Area No. 11 that

will be accommodated through the rezoning process  as  a  condition of subdivision

approval.

As suggested in the OCP 16-22 and 16-23, it is our intent to conform to the

standards concerning adequate setbacks, stormwater retention, preservation of

natural channels, if any, and other preventive measures, should they be required. We

understand that the District “encourages  a  watershed approach to riparian area

protection with the aim of preserving the health of the entire watershed. 

Also, we see  that the District, in OCP 22-31 and 22-39, will review development

permit area guidelines to incorporate passive energy design options such as  solar

orientation. The District “strongly encourages  the use  of energy-efficient design

principles and practices for all new developments that take advantage of site location

and building placement, energy efficient passive design techniques, geothermal
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heating and cooling opportunities and the use of sustainable building materials and

landscaping.” All of us will utilize much of the preceding suggestions.

Our concept embraces the DFO recommendation for Riparian Zones, which states:

“Encouraging early consideration of compact, land efficient and environmentally

sensitive subdivision designs.”

We also understand that there is concern over the Species at Risk on the property.

While we are prepared to provide a  Species at Risk Assessment should the District

require it, we are confident that our proposal will enhance, not further degrade the

property, nor will it negatively impact the surrounding area.

5.2 Water Serv ice

The development along Loggers Lane provided a  municipal water service along

Finch Drive, and the proposed bare land strata will connect to that water main. The

District’s mapping system also identifies one fire hydrant fronting the property on

Finch Drive. An additional hydrant in accordance with good engineering practice will

be located within the subdivision. A proportionate share of latecomers charges  will be

paid in accordance with any latecomers agreement for water service and we

understand that we may be responsible for a  Water Study if requested. We support

the District’s water conservation goals such as  water metering, low water usage

fixtures and landscape designs with lower watering demands.
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5.3 Sanitary Service

Sanitary also exists along the frontage on Finch Drive, which will be where the onsite

collection system connects to the municipal system. Similarly, a  proportionate share

of latecomers charges will be paid in accordance with any latecomers agreements for

sanitary service and we understand that we may be responsible for a  Sanitary Study

should it be necessary.

5.4 Stormwater Management

Detailed stormwater management will follow with more complete resolution to the

development concept and subdivision layout. That said, in principle, the approach to

stormwater will be to at a  minimum, maintain or ideally reduce pre-development flows

off-site. Given the sustainability concept grounding this proposed neighbourhood, a

sustainable stormwater solution will be sought that manages  water flows to the

benefit of this neighbourhood and the broader context area.  As it is the District’s and

our desire to “encourage the use  of innovative development standards in regard to

stormwater management to preserve and enhance aquatic habitat and groundwater

resources”, every effort will be made to provide leadership and education for the

alternatives to the storm drains that are most often utilized.

5.5 Flood Hazard

According to the District’s available 1:200 floodplain mapping in the OCP, the subject

land is outside of the floodplain. Although following a  request from staff, a  Flood

Hazard Assessment has  been completed, and is included in this submission (see

Schedule E) for your review.
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6 Summary & Closure
We are excited at the prospect of working with the District of Squamish to develop a

sustainable alternative to a  conventional subdivision by introducing a  new pocket

neighbourhood into the Finch Drive area.  It is hoped that our model will provide a

template for future pocket neighbourhoods in many areas  of the larger community.

Change is often difficult, so we hope that we are providing a  viable and pleasing

alternative to high-density projects and stereotypical subdivisions.

Over the course of the process, we are committed to working through the details

important to the community to inform the future development of the lands.

In closing, a  quote from the book “Pocket Neighbourhoods” best sums up our

approach and dream to create “sustainable design and construction, respectful and

co-operative community, and education by demonstration”. Please  enjoy the

inspiration offered in the book “Pocket Neighbourhoods” which has been included in

our submission.
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Schedules:

Schedule A : Land Title Certificate

Schedule B : Contaminated Site Profile

Schedule C:  Site Plan

Schedule D : Bunbury and Associates Site Plan

Schedule E : Letter of intent from Pilar Bonilla

Schedule F :  Flood Hazard Assessment

Schedule G:  Hummingbird Lane Joint Venture Owner’s Details and Signatures

The six documents listed above are found in each application package as hard copies.
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